model to include only <p>; all other elements needed to mark up recipes are within <p>

09 May 2002 - removed <passage> element; use <chapter> etc to classify text
09 May 2002 - removed type attribute from <chapter> etc.
13 May 2002 - changed "seasoningsmisc" to "accompaniments"
13 May 2002 - added Dublin Core metadata elements
21 May 2002 - fixed recipe & formula content model to include page break
21 May 2002 - expanded content model for variation
21 May 2002 - added "specialpurpose" attribute to recipe
22 May 2002 - fixed typos in meta content model
7 June 2002 - deleted "specialpurpose" attribute from recipe and added "medhealth" category to enumerated values for class attribute to allow marking of recipes that are remedies for various conditions
19 June 2002 - added <gap> and <unclear>
15 Aug 2002 - changed <head> to <hd> to avoid confusion in Perl script with the word "head" in texts
15 Aug 2002 - removed colons from dc: element names; having trouble with IE/namespace confusion.
27 Sept 2002 - added bookID attribute to <cookbook>, recID to <recipe>, formID to <formula>, and so on for the following elements: cookbook, div, subdiv, chapter, section, subsection, recipe, formula, illustration, list, table, p and hd. This is to uniquely identify segments of the text for indexing.
20 Dec 2002 - added <pb> to <table> content model; added <illustration> and <ednote> to <recipe>
28 Feb 2003 - added colspan and rowspan to the attlist for table cells
2 Apr 2003 - added illustration and ednote to the content model for <formula>
3 Apr 2003 - added contributor to the content model for <chapter> <section> and <subsection>
23 May 2003 - added illustration to the content model for <list> and <table> and to their child elements, <item>, <row> and <cell>
30 May 2003 - increased number of columns allowed in a table to 14
17 June 2003 - added <term> and <definition> to content model for <paragraph>
12 April 2004 - added <term> to content model for <implement> and <ingredient>
19 April 2004 - added <term> to content model for <measurement>
26 May 2004 - corrected content model for all elements containing PCDATA;
model instead

26 May 2004 - added <term> to content model for <purpose>

-->